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AUVESY Guide to Protecting 
Critical Infrastructure
This comprehensive guide outlines the most important functions for a data management 
system in critical infrastructure sectors. It recommends standard best practices and 
demonstrates how data management systems can help organizations quickly apply them.
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Introduction 
Information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) 
security is particularly important for companies, organizations, 
or institutions in critical infrastructure sectors. Critical 
infrastructure operators are adopting new technologies to 
improve operational efficiencies, but these changes also 
add risk. Preventative cyber security measures should be 
implemented when connecting operational technology to 
enterprise information technology and Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices. The AUVESY Guide to Protecting Critical Infrastructure 
outlines best practices to follow to ensure data is secure and 
downtime is reduced or avoided altogether. 

At AUVESY Inc., we pride ourselves on being an intermediary 
between IT/OT. We are experts in data management for 
automated production and can provide the necessary tools 
to make process and production data backups, change 
management, and disaster recovery a reality. With our 
software, versiondog, AUVESY helps operators in critical 
infrastructure sectors and beyond understand and implement 
IT/OT security measures.  

The AUVESY Guide to Protecting Critical Infrastructure covers: 

• Standard best practices for IT/OT security in critical 
infrastructure sectors 

• How versiondog data management software functions to 
help critical infrastructure operators adhere to those best 
practices 

• How versiondog can help critical infrastructure operators 
prevent data loss and downtime, protect their equipment 
and environments, and detect, react, and recover from 
disasters quickly

Protecting Critical Infrastructure with IT/OT Security, Change Management, 
and Disaster Recovery 

Methodical Approach to 
IT/OT Security 
This guide aims to present best practices and provide a 
methodical approach for implementing IT/OT security measures 
in critical infrastructure sectors.  Every critical infrastructure 
organization or company should ensure their IT/OT is secure and 
protected against potential cyber security threats. 

To ensure standardization across an organization or company, it 
is recommended that critical infrastructure operators adhere to 
a methodical sequence of steps. 

First, create a defined framework and strategy for IT/OT 
security. Next, define the target processes, technologies, and 
applications included in the framework. Then, outline the 
requirements to fulfill in order to protect each of the targeted 
identified in the previous step. Next, implement practices to 
fulfill the requirements outlined in the previous step. Lastly, 
establish a strategy to check the implemented security 
measures, detect security incidents, and ensure a timely and 
appropriate response. A visual representation of these steps is 
located on the next page.

Critical infrastructure operators must  
be able to:
1. Recognize a hazardous IT/OT security situation.

2. Identify suitable IT/OT security practices.

3. Adhere to those practices in their environments.
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This section provides an overview of AUVESY’s versiondog data 
management system and its functions that are particularly 
relevant to the critical infrastructure sector, like versioning, 
backup, comparison, disaster recovery, email notification, and 
documentation. The next section will expand on how these 
versiondog capabilities help organizations adhere to specific   
IT/OT security best practices. 

versiondog for Critical 
Infrastructure

• Versioning 

• Backup

• Comparison

• Disaster Recovery

• Notifications

• Documentation

Versioning
versiondog provides standardized version control for automated 
production devices. Project data is versioned in the form of 
a consistent data backup. In addition to the backup itself, 
versiondog records metadata like timestamps, change reasons, 
source computers, and users. The versions are stored centrally 
on a server and are available at any time via a client on any 
device. Versions can then be used for recovery or editing 

Centrally stored program versions of projects ensure data 
availability, transparency, and traceability. The data is always 
available for recovery purposes. 

This is particularly important when automation components or 
network components like switches need to be restarted, either 
after a preplanned shutdown or an unexpected one.

  
Standardized management of all program changes

All changes visually displayed

Difference analysis and traceability
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What is a comparison in versiondog? What is compared and 
what added value does versiondog offer? Our comparisons 
display the difference between at least two data sets in a 
comprehensible way. versiondog supports SmartCompare 
functions for many automated production devices like PLCs, 
HMIs, and much more. They are easy to run and simple for users 
to comprehend.

Comparison

A backup usually reflects the current state of a project during 
the production process. Backups can be made for many devices 
including PLCs, HMIs, and much more. 

The purpose of a backup is to save data and to be able to 
restore it quickly and completely. This backup should be 
performed cyclically.  

It is very important to check each backup for consistency and 
for any changes made. This is the only way to ensure that 
backups can also fulfill their purpose of providing error-free 
production data in case of unplanned downtime or cyber attack.

First, a backup is checked by comparing the backup and version 
with each other to check for consistency and any differences 
from the intended state. Then, a backup is checked by 
comparing the current backup with the previous backup, with 
the aim of being able to detect and limit changes even at short 
intervals.  

Backups can be executed automatically (from the versiondog 
server) and manually (for unnetworked systems). A backup 
strategy should contain a cyclic backup and a consistent check 
of these backups. The strategy should also be uniform to ensure 
consistency.

In case differences are detected during a manual or automated 
backup, versiondog can send an email notification to the 
appropriate users. 

Backup

SmartCompare

Visualization as graphic or text

Record of current state

The information being compared is also important to note. 
There is a distinction between a version and a backup. The 
difference between a version and a backup is that a version is 
deliberately created by the user. The user is aware of the reason 
for the creation and the content of a version. 

A backup, on the other hand, is usually created automatically 
and is used to secure the current state. This does not always 
represent the target state, so comparisons of backups are also 
important. 

Version to version Backup to version

A comparison of two versions with one 
another will show the intended changes 
in a project. For example, these could be 
changes that a supplier has implemented 
in a change order.

This scenario compares the intended 
status (version) of the project on the 
server (versiondog server) with the 
current status of the project on the 
automation device (backup).

A comparison between two successive 
backups compares whether changes 
have been made, without creating a new 
version to do so.

Backup to backup

There are typically three types of comparison scenarios: version to version, backup to 
version, and backup to backup. 

Highest level of security

Cyclical comparison of plant and server status

Uniform backup strategy for non-networked systems
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A notification is a simple alert that an event has occurred. 
Not all notifications will require action, but some may. 
versiondog provides the option to be notified when a version is 
successfully created, when a backup is successfully created, or 
for comparisons between versions and backups. If a difference 
between backups has occurred, like when an unauthorized 
change has been made, versiondog can alert the relevant 
personnel to the difference so that they can easily examine the 
differences and act quickly if necessary. 

There are other instances that would trigger an immediate 
notification like if a backup could not be successfully created 
because the target object could not be reached. An unreachable 
and therefore non-validated controller in a safety area would be 
highly problematic, so it triggers a notification.

At AUVESY, we know that you need to be able to adapt 
the notification function based on device, user group, and 
individual. versiondog can adapt notifications and email alerts 
to each organization’s needs. 

Notifications

Alert function for errors

Alert function for differences

Configuration states

Documentation means that all events are documented, 
including the associated metadata. Complete documentation 
is key to ensuring that versions and backups can be confidently 
relied upon. This means that relevant information is readily 
available.

For a version, the following information is important: time 
of creation, creator, origin of the files (workstation name), 
comment, and the reason for the change. In order to check in a 
new version in versiondog, users must include a change reason. 
This makes it much easier to ensure that documentation is both 
consistent and traceable.

The documentation relating to backup files differs from that of 
documentation for a version. A backup can be created manually, 

but backups are typically done automatically with versiondog 
software. The purpose of a backup is to detect change, not to 
make a change. Therefore, no reason for change is documented 
in backups. The opposite is true for versions, because they are 
usually created manually due to a change request. 

In addition to automatic creation, a backup must be validated. 
The validation, which is done in versiondog, is done by means 
of a comparison. This step checks for both consistency of the 
backup and any differences to the version or previous backup. 
All of the results of the validation process must be available 
for a created backup so that it can be confidently used for data 
backup and recovery.

Documentation also ensures that the data management system 
itself is recorded. A log file for important and security-relevant 
actions, such as access to data by a user or execution of a server 
action, is an important feature of any data management system 
in the critical infrastructure industry. These log files ensure 
that the system has not been manipulated. For this reason, 
versiondog provides log files for user actions and server actions. 

Documentation

100% data transparency and traceability

Consistent change history

Audit trail reports at the push of a button

Disaster Recovery
Disaster recovery is the process of returning a system/file/
program to a working state. Faulty data, data loss, data 
manipulation, or external causes like power failure or hardware 
damage create a need for reliable disaster recovery. A valid 
version of the affected file/program/data set is required to 
perform recovery after a disaster. 

Prevent disasters with cyclical backups

Quickly and confidently restore to an 
error-free version
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In order to carry out the disaster recovery process, it is 
important that data is quickly available and easily validated. It 
should also be easily accessible and independent of available 
hardware.

A disaster recovery process like this guarantees the availability 
of data and ensures that critical infrastructure operators will be 
able to continue functioning.  

In connection with IT security, a disaster recovery process 
is the secure reaction to detection of a security incident (by 
comparing data). The cyclic backup of the data is a preventative 
disaster recovery measure. The capabilities provided by a data 
management system like versiondog are an important part 
of the prevention, detection, and reaction steps of disaster 
recovery.

IT/OT Security 
Best Practices
IT/OT security requirements have been abstract in the past. This 
guide aims to present concrete recommendations for critical 
infrastructure operators by outlining exactly what they should 
do to safeguard their data. 

Legal requirements for IT/OT security vary by country and 
sector. Refer to the resources page at this end of this guide to 
learn more. 

Step Best Practices
1. Definition of the 
Information Network

• Develop a data backup concept 
• Perform regular backups
• Procure a suitable data protection system
• Require employees to secure data

2. Structural Analysis of the 
Information Network

• Identify the target processes, technologies, and applications for 
the framework defined above

3. Determination of 
Protection Requirements

• Operating and Control Technology

• General ICS Components

• Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs)

• Sensors 

• Routers and Switches 

• Protect from malware
• Establish change management in OT
• Restrict use of removable media and mobile devices
• Monitor, log, and detect 

• Perform backups
• Protect from malware
• Establish documentation practices 

• Perform backups
• Protect from malware
• Establish extended documentation practices for PLCs 

• Perform backups
• Protect from malware
• Establish documentation practices 

• Secure basic configuration 
• Perform regular backups
• Establish operational documentation 
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Best Practice: Create a data backup concept based on minimum 
backup needs. This should include: 

• Definitions of essential aspects of the data backup  
(ex. data types or required metadata) 

• Hazardous data situations

• Influencing factors for each IT system 

• Backup plan for each IT system

• Relevant results of emergency response like a recovery 
point objective (RPO) for each system

Step Best Practices
4. Modeling of the 
Information Network  

• Implement practices to fulfill the recommendations above

5. Risk Analysis of the 
Information Network 

• Use existing systems and applications to detect                     
security-relevant events

• Use additional detection systems and sensors 

Best Practices in Detail

1. Definition of the Information Network

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Creation of data backups for IT/network devices 
via AUVESY Image Service (work PCs)

• Creation of data backups for IT/network devices 
via versiondog (switch/router/firewalls)

• Automated data backup concept via “job 
functionality”



Best Practice: Regularly backup data according to an 
established backup concept. The data backups that are created 
should be protected against access by unauthorized personnel. 
Regularly test that the data backup works as desired, especially 
that backed-up data can be restored without problems and 
within a reasonable time frame. 

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Creation of versions 

• Creation of backups 

• User administration/active directory connection 

• Alarm/notification of failed backup 

• Availability of data for disaster recovery















Best Practice: Create a list of requirements for a data protection 
system. Procure a data protection system that meets the 
requirements of this list, the data backup concept, and the 
overall security strategy of the organization.  

Implementation with versiondog: 

• User Requirement Specification (URS) for 
versiondog available on request

• Proven track record as a world market leader for 
change management for automation





Below we go into detail about each best practice and demonstrate how versiondog helps critical infrastructure operators 
implement these practices in their environments. 
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2. Structural Analysis of the Information Network

Best Practice: For changes to operational technology, a 
change management process should be defined, documented, 
and executed. It should ensure that changes are planned, 
documented, and appropriately tested to minimize undesirable 
side effects and maximize functionality. 

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Versioning 

• Backup

• Comparison 

• Documentation 





Best Practice: Inform all employees about the data protection 
concept. They should be required to perform backups and 
should be informed of their responsibility to do so regularly.   

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Certified training for versiondog available 

• Easy to use interface and workflow process 
encourages data protection

• Email notifications to users about failed backups







Best Practice: Define the target processes, technologies, 
devices, and applications that should be part of the data backup 
concept.       

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Intelligent device integration via universal upload 
type, script, or AUVESY Connect API



3. Determination of Protection Requirements

Because security requirements vary, this guide separates best practices for Operating and Control Technology, General ICS 
Components, Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), Sensors and Actors, and Routers and Switches.    

Operating and Control Technology

Best Practice: Protect against malware by defining appropriate 
technical and organizational protective measures. Implementation with versiondog: 

• Creation of data backup in the form of versions 

• Creation of data protection in the form of 
backups 

• Detection of changes by comparing the data sets

• Provision for disaster recovery 
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Best Practice: The use of removable media and mobile devices 
should be limited in Industrial Control System environments.   Implementation with versiondog: 

• Centralized data management (versiondog server)

• No data storage on removable media necessary




General ICS Components

Best Practice: Operational and safety-relevant events should 
be identified quickly. Organizations should use logs and include 
appropriate measures to identify and record safety-relevant 
events. They should also create a security incident response 
plan, establishing procedures for handling security incidents. 
This plan should include: 

• Incident classification 

• Reporting channels 

• Organizational units to be involved 

• Response plans to limit damage 

• Analysis and recovery of systems and services 

• Documentation of follow-up 

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Detection of security incidents by comparing 
versions and backups 

• Detection of security relevant incidents by 
comparison of configuration files 

• Detection of safety incidents by displaying device 
information 

• Log and event management available (Eventlog/
Adminlog) 

• Notifications by email on detection of events











Best Practice: Programs and data should be backed up regularly 
and after all system changes.  Implementation with versiondog: 

• Creation of data backup with versions 

• Creation of data protection with backups 

• Data backup according to defined schedule

• Documentation of who changed what, when, 
where, and why









Best Practice: ICS components should be protected against 
malware. If a virus protection program is used, the virus 
signatures should always be up to date. If the resources on the 
ICS component are not sufficient or the real-time request could 
be endangered by using virus protection programs, alternative 
measures should be taken, like sealing off the component or 
production network. 

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Prevention through versioning and backups

• Detection of security incidents by comparing 
versions and backups

• Detection of security relevant incidents by 
comparison of configuration files in 

• Detection of safety incidents by displaying device 
information 

• Detection of security incidents through switch 
monitoring (honey pot scenario)

• Reaction through disaster recovery
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Best Practice: The use of removable media and mobile devices 
should be limited in Industrial Control System environments.   Implementation with versiondog: 

• Centralized data management (versiondog server)

• No data storage on removable media necessary




General ICS Component

Best Practice: Operational and safety-relevant events should 
be identified quickly. Organizations should use logs and include 
appropriate measures to identify and record safety-relevant 
events. They should also create a security incident response 
plan, establishing procedures for handling security incidents. 
This plan should include: 

• Incident classification 

• Reporting channels 

• Organizational units to be involved 

• Response plans to limit damage 

• Analysis and recovery of systems and services 

• Documentation of follow-up 

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Detection of security incidents by comparing 
versions and backups 

• Detection of security relevant incidents by 
comparison of configuration files 

• Detection of safety incidents by displaying device 
information 

• Log and event management available (Eventlog/
Adminlog) 

• Notifications by email on detection of events











Best Practice: Programs and data should be backed up regularly 
and after all system changes.  Implementation with versiondog: 

• Creation of data backup with versions 

• Creation of data protection with backups 

• Data backup according to defined schedule

• Documentation of who changed what, when, 
where, and why









Best Practice: ICS components should be protected against 
malware. If a virus protection program is used, the virus 
signatures should always be up to date. If the resources on the 
ICS component are not sufficient or the real-time request could 
be endangered by using virus protection programs, alternative 
measures should be taken, like sealing off the component or 
production network. 

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Prevention through versioning and backups

• Detection of security incidents by comparing 
versions and backups

• Detection of security relevant incidents by 
comparison of configuration files in 

• Detection of safety incidents by displaying device 
information 

• Detection of security incidents through switch 
monitoring (honey pot scenario)

• Reaction through disaster recovery
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Best Practice: Changes to ICS components should always 
be documented. Ensure that only authorized personnel can 
access this documentation. The documentation should also be 
available in case of malfunction.    

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Documentation

• User administration 

• Active directory connection possible

• Documentation stored in the system as well as 
versions and backups are also accessible  
without software









Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs)
In addition to the best practices outlined for general ICS 
components that also apply to PLCs, we recommend an 
additional best practice.

Best Practice: Control programs and configurations should 
always be archived when they are changed. If the configuration 
changes or components are replaced, this should be fully 
documented. 

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Creation of data backup via versions 

• Creation of data protection via backups 

• Change management

• Documentation of who changed what, when, 
where, and why









Sensors
Use the same best practices as outlined for general ICS components to secure and safeguard sensors.

Routers and Switches

Best Practice: All configuration changes should be documented 
comprehensively. The integrity of the configuration files should 
be protected in an appropriate way. 

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Creation of data backup in the form of versions 

• Creation of data protection in the form of 
backups 

• Documentation

• Comparison for detecting changes (integrity 
check)









Best Practice: The configuration files of routers and switches 
should be backed up regularly. The backup copies should be 
stored so that they can be accessed in an emergency. 

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Creation of data backup via versions 

• Creation of data protection via backups 

• Data backup according to defined schedule 

• Versions and backups stored in the system are 
also accessible without software
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Best Practice: Documentation for routers and switches 
should include all configuration changes as well as any safety-
relevant tasks. The documentation should be protected against 
unauthorized access.   

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Creation of data backup in the form of versions 

• Creation of data protection in the form of 
backups 

• User administration

• Active-directory connection possible









4. Modeling of the Information Network 

In this step, critical infrastructure operators should implement 
the best practices as outlined in the previous section across 
their organization. 

On the next page is a diagram demonstrating the various system 
levels in a typical critical infrastructure environment, from office 
IT to the network level. The best practices already discussed in 
this guide should be applied across the entire infrastructure.

A similar diagram mapping which areas are protected when 
using AUVESY products for versioning and comparison, backup 
and disaster recovery, documentation, and notifications is 
available on the next page. 

It becomes clear that AUVESY supports IT/OT security 
implementation for almost all levels of a critical infrastructure 
network. A full list of supported devices can be found on our 
website (auvesy.us).
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Best Practice: Documentation for routers and switches 
should include all configuration changes as well as any safety-
relevant tasks. The documentation should be protected against 
unauthorized access.   

5. Risk Analysis of the Information Network

Best Practice: If the IT systems or applications currently in use 
have functions that allow users to detect security-relevant 
events, then Critical Infrastructure operators should activate 
and use them.   

Implementation with versiondog: 

• Detection of security relevant incidents by 
comparing versions and backups

• Detection of security incidents by comparing 
configuration files

• Detection of safety-related incidents by displaying 
device information







Best Practice: Support the information network with additional 
detection systems and sensors. Implementation with versiondog: 

• versiondog is an additional detection system for 
ICS systems and IT systems (PC/switches)

• Implementation of a honey pot scenario with 
versiondog software (monitoring of switches in the 
network)

• Detection of safety-relevant incidents by displaying 
device information (including firmware versions)
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ABOUT AUVESY 

AUVESY (AUtomated VErsioning SYstems) 
is a global market leader in version control 
and data management for automated 
production. The company has grown 
steadily since it was founded in 2007, with 
its North American headquarters located 
in Grand Rapids, MI and its global 
headquarters located in 
Landau, Germany.

CONTACT US

146 Monroe Center St NW Suite 1210
Grand Rapids, MI 49503

Tel. +1.616.888.3770
Email  info@auvesy.com
Web  www.auvesy.us

Resources
The AUVESY Guide to Protecting Critical Infrastructure has 
outlined current best practices for IT/OT security in the 
critical infrastructure sectors. Specific requirements and legal 
obligations vary by country and sector. More information can be 
found through the resources below: 

Canada’s Public Safety Canada (PS). 2016 Fundamentals of Cyber 
Security for Canada’s Critical Infrastructure Community. https://
www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/2016-fndmntls-cybr-
scrty-cmmnty/2016-fndmntls-cybr-Scrty-cmmnty-en.pdf

Germany’s Federal Office for Information Security (BSI). 2020 
IT Baseline Compendium. https://www.bsi.bund.de/EN/Topics/
ITGrundschutz/itgrundschutz_node.html

USA’s Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency 
(CISA). Recommended Practices. https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ics/
Recommended-Practices

USA’s Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA). 
Recommended Cybersecurity Best Practices for Industrial Control 
Systems. https://www.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/
Cybersecurity_Best_Practices_for_Industrial_Control_Systems.
pdf

The Solution: versiondog
A fast and reliable version control and automatic backup software     
for automated production.
versiondog is the leading version control and data management 
software solution for automated production. It makes tracking 
changes and safeguarding data significantly more efficient.

versiondog brings order and clarity where project data needs 
to be continually changed and made available from a central 
source. The increased safety, security, and certainty provided 
by this software system quickly result in measurably increased 
productivity. versiondog makes it easy for you to optimize the 

interplay between all your different types of robots, controllers, 
field devices, drives, programming languages, file formats, and 
software applications.

This data management system gives you ultimate data 
traceability, minimizing your risks and costs, and saving you 
time and effort.


